1. Introduction
===============

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), specifically GenBank ([@vey043-B8]), provides an abundance of available viral sequence data for phylogeography. Sequences and their metadata can be downloaded and imported into software applications that run analyses that generate phylogeographic trees. In discrete phylogeography using software such as BEAST ([@vey043-B51]), virus diffusion is estimated by ancestral state reconstruction of observed geospatial (discrete) locations along a phylogeny ([@vey043-B29]). In these studies, researchers assign geospatial traits to each taxon often by using metadata from a sequence record. This is different than continuous phylogeography where coordinates in space such as latitude and longitude are utilized and migration is estimated using a random walk ([@vey043-B30]).

Despite the popularity of the GenBank sequence database, its virus records only contain about 36 per cent precise or sufficient geospatial metadata such as a county, town, or region within a state ([@vey043-B52]). For example, locations such as Canada or USA are more often indicated instead of Quebec City, QC or Concord, NH ([@vey043-B47]). In a GenBank record, this information is most often indicated in the country field ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, GenBank record (FJ966084) ([@vey043-B20])), where, despite the label, the researcher is able to indicate the exact location beyond the country such as a county or town. While town or county might be included in the corresponding journal article, this valuable information is not available for immediate use unless it is extracted from the article and then linked back to the appropriate sequence record. This hinders phylogeography based on secondary data sources (such as GenBank) since the researcher is forced to review the corresponding paper (or other primary source document\[s\]) for additional geospatial metadata and then link this data to the individual record. This also can impact the value of discrete phylogeographic analysis especially for localized studies where second or third level administrative boundaries such as a county or a town is preferable over more generic spatial data such as state or county. For example, town information was used to study the phylogeography of H3N2 in Peru ([@vey043-B38]). If the authors had access to only country-level information (e.g. Peru), this level of analysis would not have been possible and erroneous assumptions and public health interventions might have been made.

There are different approaches for dealing with imprecise geospatial metadata. The simplest approach could be to discard data. However, this can severely reduce the size of the dataset if there is a large proportion of imprecise records. A second approach could be to select the centroid location (see ([@vey043-B10]; [@vey043-B23]; [@vey043-B39]; [@vey043-B5]; [@vey043-B1]; [@vey043-B33]; [@vey043-B59]) for recent examples) by using a resource such as GeoNames.org to identify the middle of a geographic area. Another approach could be to select the area with the greatest population density. Distance between the largest cities in a study area or population size of the destination and origin have been used as a predictor in phylogeographic generalized linear models (GLMs) ([@vey043-B2]; [@vey043-B15]; [@vey043-B54]). Population size could also be used to assign locations to taxa with geospatial uncertainty. The use of these heuristics for every taxa with uncertainty in a given dataset will likely produce an oversampling of an incorrect location. Another approach is to incorporate a probability that a more precise location exists for a given taxa. For example, for GenBank record FJ966084 (shown in [Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), one could assign a probability that Los Angeles or San Diego is a more precise location than the given state of California. In our prior work, we developed GeoBoost and other automated language processing methods to address the lack of geospatial certainty in sequence databases. *GeoBoost* improves the granularity of the location of the infected host (LOIH) for GenBank records ([@vey043-B53]). It scans each record, including strain names such as *A/Boston/YGA_02024/2013*, as well as any full-text article that is linked to the record, full text, tables, and [supplementary materials](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. From these, GeoBoost extracts all geospatial mentions and assigns a probability of the LOIH given the GenBank record, $\left. P\left( L_{i} \right|~R_{i} \right)$ where $L_{i}$ represents the unknown location and $R_{i}$ indicates the linked record information for taxon *i*. The probabilities are currently based on a set of predefined rules that assign higher probabilities to more specific and accurate locations found in papers that can be used jointly with information scanned from the GenBank record ([@vey043-B53]). For example, if *Sydney* is found in a table row along with a GenBank accession number then it would be given a high probability for that record. Conversely, if Sydney was found in the free text without any relevant information nearby, it would be assigned a much lower probability for that record. Thus, for each taxon, we obtain a list of location-specific probabilities. In this context, we define *sampling uncertainty* as 1 − $\left. ~P\left( L_{i} \right|~R_{i} \right)$. Here, when studying viruses, this implies the actual LOIH for that virus (taxa) is not known amongst a set of discrete locations.

In this article, we evaluate the use of sampling uncertainty for virus phylogeography in a Bayesian discrete setting by using the location-specific probabilities. By analyzing posterior metrics of the phylogeographic process, we hypothesize that our work will improve analysis (as compared with centroid and population approaches) in tracking evolutionary changes in viral genomes and their spread. The addition of more precise geospatial metadata in phylogeography has potential public health significance, as it could enable health agencies to better target areas that represent the greatest public health risk, for example. In addition, by improving geospatial metadata linked to popular sequence databases, we will enrich other sciences beyond phylogeography that utilize this information such as molecular epidemiology, population genetics, and environmental health.

2. Methods
==========

We provide a formal probabilistic framework in which we allow for analytic integration of uncertainty for discrete virus phylogeography. Here the sufficient statistics of the process are location-specific probabilities that each taxon arises from that location. Current discrete phylogeographic analyses consider the sampling location of each taxon as fixed to a single or small number of locations and without observation uncertainty. We relaxed this strong assumption in a prerelease build of BEAST v1.8.4 (r20160319) that allows for analytic integration over the uncertainty to perform virus phylogeography. This framework is also available in BEAST v1.10 ([@vey043-B51]). We inserted the probabilities generated by GeoBoost ([@vey043-B53]) into a BEAST XML. In [Supplementary Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we show an example for one taxon with two location probabilities ($P\left( L_{i}|R_{i} \right)$) in Indonesia. The sum of the probabilities for a given taxon should equal 1.0. Here, Jakarta is assigned a probability of 0.45 and Sumatra a probability of 0.55. The sampling uncertainty is 1 -- $P\left( L_{i}|R_{i} \right)$ and thus 0.55 for Jakarta and 0.45 for Sumatra. To incorporate these probabilities, we first assume a uniform distribution over the prior location mass function $P\left( L_{i} \right)$ and employ Bayes theorem to identify that $P\left( R_{i}|L_{i} \right)$ = $c_{i}P\left( L_{i}|R_{i} \right)$, where evaluating the proportionality constant $c_{i}$ remains unnecessary for inference because our MCMC scheme depends only on ratios of the spatial process likelihood. Without sampling uncertainty $P\left( R_{i}|L_{i} \right)$ equals an elementary vector, $1$ for one value of $L_{i}$ and $0$ for the remaining locations. One then computes the spatial process likelihood via a peeling algorithm ([@vey043-B17]) that integrates out the unobserved locations states for all internal nodes. Here, we replace the elementary vector with $P\left( R_{i}|L_{i} \right)$ and peel to return the likelihood up to the constant $\prod_{i = 0}^{N}c_{i}$.

For two public health case studies: highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) H5N1 in Egypt and 2009 influenza A (pdm09) H1N1 in North America, we evaluated several scenarios against a *reference standard* (RS) in which all taxa had one sampling location with no uncertainty (which we considered the 'correct' location of the virus) ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For some of the scenarios, we included various amounts of sampling uncertainty; for others, we assumed no sampling uncertainty through the assignment of locations to the centroid or to the most populated location in the study area.

From the RS, we randomly selected 25 per cent of the taxa and used these for specifying uncertainty; the remaining 75 per cent we preserved a known location with certainty ([Fig. 1](#vey043-F1){ref-type="fig"}). We repeated this experiment five times. We ran multiple scenarios where the only difference was the amount of sampling uncertainty for the taxa with unknown locations in the phylogeny, including:

![Generation of the individual scenarios from the RS for the evaluation. Abbreviations: S1, sample 1; S2, sample 2, etc.](vey043f1){#vey043-F1}

1.  *10*, in which we assigned a taxon a sampling uncertainty of no more than 0.10 for one location. We used the location identified by GeoBoost that had the greatest probability (or least amount of uncertainty) for that taxon. We assigned the remaining amount of sampling uncertainty (∼0.90) uniformly across the other possible locations until each taxon had a sum of sampling uncertainty at or near 1.0. We used the output of GeoBoost to assign sampling uncertainty for each taxon. If, for a given taxa, GeoBoost did not assign a location with a sampling uncertainty at or below 0.10, we randomly assigned the sampling uncertainty.

2.  *30*, in which we kept everything from dataset *10* but increased the sampling uncertainty by 0.20 and recalculated the uniform distribution.

3.  *50*, in which we kept everything from dataset *30* but increased the sampling uncertainty by 0.20 and recalculated the uniform distribution.

4.  *10/90* split, in which we assigned, to each taxon with an unknown location, a sampling uncertainty of ≤0.10 for one location. However, rather than a uniform distribution among all remaining locations, we randomly assigned one other location as having the remaining sampling uncertainty (∼0.90). We used the output of GeoBoost to assign sampling uncertainty for these taxa.

5.  *30/70* split, in which we kept everything from dataset *10/90* except we increased the sampling uncertainty by 0.20.

6.  *50/50* split, in which we kept everything from dataset *30/70* except we increased the sampling uncertainty by 0.20.

7.  *centroid (abbreviated CNTR)*, in which we assigned every taxon in the randomly selected 25 per cent as having a known location (i.e. no sampling uncertainty) in the center of the country. We included this scenario since a researcher, instead of discarding taxa with unknown or uncertain locations, might decide to assign them to the location in the middle of the study area. We used Geonames.org to identify the centroid location for a given country and chose the location in our dataset that was nearest to it.

8.  *population* (abbreviates *POP*), in which we assigned every taxon in the randomly selected 25 per cent as having a known location of the most populous part of the country. We included this scenario since a researcher, instead of discarding taxa with unknown or uncertain locations, might decide to assign them a location with the most people. We used Wikipedia to identify the most populated location for a given country.

2.1 Case study 1: H5N1 in Egypt
-------------------------------

We selected Egypt since it has the greatest number of human cases of H5N1 than any other country in the world ([@vey043-B60]) and represents an on-going public health threat. There have been several studies of H5N1 phylogeography including in China, Indonesia, and Egypt ([@vey043-B58]; [@vey043-B57]; [@vey043-B29]; [@vey043-B18]; [@vey043-B27]; [@vey043-B48]; [@vey043-B44]; [@vey043-B1]; [@vey043-B56]) highlighting the importance of studying the evolution and spread of this virus.

We used the search feature of ZooPhy ([@vey043-B46]; [@vey043-B45]) to obtain metadata and sequences. ZooPhy contains virus sequences from GenBank and can be used as a search engine as well as a pipeline for implementing phylogeography analysis. We specified H5N1 hemagglutinin (HA) gene segments in Egypt from 2005 to 2017 with a minimum segment length of 1,659 nucleotides in length. We identified 727 records but removed 87 of them because they lacked a collection date with at least a month of the year. We ran the remaining 640 GenBank accessions through GeoBoost in order to determine the sampling uncertainty for each location given a GenBank record. Egypt is divided into governorates and we aggregated any location such as a town to its governorate level. In total, 485 records (76%) had one location with sampling uncertainty of ≤ 0.10 (most of these were 0.0 or 0.01). For these 485 records, we changed these negligible levels of sampling uncertainty to zero (thus $P\left( L_{i}|R_{i} \right)$ = 1.0) and discarded the remaining 155 sequences to obtain our RS ([Fig. 1](#vey043-F1){ref-type="fig"}). We aligned these 485 sequences in Geneious v6.1.8 ([@vey043-B26]) using Muscle ([@vey043-B16]). We used BEAUti v1.8.4 ([@vey043-B14]) to specify a Hasegowa, Kishino, Yano (HKY) DNA substitution model ([@vey043-B22]) and a gamma-distributed model of rate heterogeneity ([@vey043-B61]) with codon partitions 1 + 2 and 3 ([@vey043-B49]). We specified an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed molecular clock and a Bayesian Skygrid coalescent tree prior ([@vey043-B21]). In this initial run, we did not specify a geographic state partition. We set the length of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to 100M and a sub sampling rate of 1K steps. We used BEAST v1.8.4 to perform the analyses ([@vey043-B14]). We initiated three independent runs and used Tracer v.1.6.0 to check for convergence ([@vey043-B43]). We used LogCombiner v1.8.4 ([@vey043-B14]) to combine the log files and specified a 10 per cent burn-in.

We modified the BEAST XML file to specify a symmetric Bayesian stochastic search variable selection (BSSVS) for continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) ancestral state reconstruction ([@vey043-B29]) along a target sample of 1K trees from the posterior distribution from our previous MCMC. Here, we commented out parameters and blocks related to DNA evolution. We ran two independent analyses for 10M steps subsampling every 1K steps and used Tracer to check for convergence. We used LogCombiner v1.8.4 to combine the logs and specified 10 per cent burn-in. We used Tracer to check final ESS values (most parameters were well above 200 across all scenarios). We used TreeAnnotator v1.8.4 ([@vey043-B14]) to create a maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree and specified *Common Ancestor Heights* (*Median Heights* produced negative branch lengths in some instances).

2.2 Case study 2: pdm09 in North America
----------------------------------------

For the second case study, we studied 2009 influenza A (pdm09) H1N1 in North America during its outbreak year in 2009. It continues to circulate as a seasonal virus and competes with the other influenza A subtype, H3N2. There have been phylogeographic studies on this virus ([@vey043-B31]; [@vey043-B24]; [@vey043-B37]; [@vey043-B50]) which suggest that it originated in North America and likely in Mexico ([@vey043-B31]; [@vey043-B37]; [@vey043-B50]).

We specified pdm09 HA gene segments from infected humans in the USA and Mexico in 2009 with a minimum segment length of 1,659 nucleotides in length. We identified 2,081 records but removed 14 of them because they lacked a collection date with at least a day of the year. We ran the remaining 2,067 GenBank accessions through GeoBoost in order to determine the sampling uncertainty estimates for each location given a GenBank record. In order to reduce bias due to the large amount of US sequences compared with Mexico, we only included sequences from the ten US states with the most sampling uncertainty of ≤0.01. We randomly down-sampled to 300 US sequences across these 10 states. We did not down sample the 143 sequences from Mexico ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We aligned our dataset of 443 sequences in Geneious v6.1.8 ([@vey043-B26]) using Muscle ([@vey043-B16]). We used BEAUti v1.8.4 ([@vey043-B14]) to specify a Hasegowa, Kishino, Yano (HKY) DNA substitution model ([@vey043-B22]) and a gamma-distributed model of rate heterogeneity ([@vey043-B61]) with codon partitions 1 + 2 and 3. We specified an exponential coalescent tree prior as it is often used to study pdm09 during its outbreak year (see ([@vey043-B41]; [@vey043-B4]; [@vey043-B34]; [@vey043-B50]; [@vey043-B19])). We considered both an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed molecular clock and a strict clock and selected the latter after examination of posterior log files, marginal likelihoods, and the regression of the root-to-tip genetic distance in TempEst v1.5 ([@vey043-B42]). In this initial run, we did not specify a geographic state partition. We set the length of the MCMC to 200M and a subsampling rate of 1K steps. We used BEAST v1.8.4 to perform the analyses ([@vey043-B14]). We initiated two independent runs and used Tracer v.1.6.0 to check for convergence ([@vey043-B43]). We combined the posterior log and trees files using LogCombiner v1.8.4 ([@vey043-B14]) to generate a set of 1K empirical trees.

Since our number of total discrete states was much less than our H5N1 example (17 vs. 24) we were able to specify an asymmetric BSSVS (thus enabling for directionality of transmission routes) along a set of 1K trees for our phylogeographic reconstruction. We used TreeAnnotator to generate MCC trees using *Median Heights* for tree nodes.

2.3 Posterior analysis
----------------------

For both case studies, we compared the different scenarios to their corresponding RS by performing posterior analysis. Here, we used the program PACT ([@vey043-B6]) to examine relevant phylogeographic phenomena including persistence (the amount of years that a given virus remains in its geographic origin ([@vey043-B7])) and migration rate (the number of lineage-specific migration events ([@vey043-B7])). For both persistence and migration, we computed an 'absolute error' by taking the absolute value of the difference between the RS and each scenario.

We also calculated Markov rewards on the trunk (i.e. backbone) of the tree as prior work ([@vey043-B50]) has shown its value for understanding spatial dynamics of pathogens. Here, the rewards represent the time between the jumps (e.g. state transitions or changes) between geographic locations ([@vey043-B50]). For Egypt, we defined the trunk as the basal clade of the tree and the earlier of the two major clades. We modified the XML file by adding Markov jump and reward blocks. We specified a chain length of 10M steps and subsampled every 1K steps. We used TimeSlicer v1.8.4 ([@vey043-B14]), a program within the BEAST software package to analyze the rewards by time intervals.

For additional analysis of the geospatial process, we used the software program SpreaD3 ([@vey043-B9]) to calculate the Bayes factor (BF) for nonzero pairwise migration rates and considered a BF \> 100 as a threshold for decisive support per [@vey043-B25] and [@vey043-B32]. We repeated these analyses for all of the scenarios previously described. We also used FigTree ([@vey043-B40]) to observe the most likely root state as identified with the greatest posterior probability.

3. Results
==========

3.1 H5N1 in Egypt
-----------------

In [Fig. 2](#vey043-F2){ref-type="fig"}, we show the MCC for the RS. We dated the age of the root as 2005.8 or 9.26 years. This is consistent with prior phylogeographic and epidemiologic findings that suggest that the outbreak began in the second half of 2005 or early 2006 ([@vey043-B11]; [@vey043-B3]; [@vey043-B36]). We identify Monufia as the outbreak location which aligns with prior work that suggest the virus originated in the Nile Delta region ([@vey043-B48]; [@vey043-B3]). In our online data repository (see *Data availability*), we provide the individual MCCs for each scenario. In [Supplementary Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we show the average root state posterior probabilities and their corresponding 95 per cent Bayesian highest posterior density (HPD) for the different scenarios (across the five samples). We considered the origin of each MCC as the governorate with the highest posterior probability in the oldest node. We counted the root for each MCC and considered the most frequent location (across the five samples) as the overall origin for the scenarios. In [Supplementary Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we color the bars to match the branch colors represented in the MCCs for that governorate. Here, we see that five out of the six scenarios with sampling uncertainty agree with the RS on the location of the root state (with the exception of *30* where 2 Qalyubia had a slight edge over Monufia). The CNTR and POP scenarios, both disagreed with the RS as New Valley and Cairo (respectively) were identified as the origin. We also see that the posterior probabilities increase as the amount of sampling uncertainty increases although there is overlap of the 95 per cent Bayesian HPD. It is not surprising that both the CNTR and POP scenarios have high posterior probabilities as the assigned location (either by centroid or through population) dominates selection at these nodes. As an additional posterior metric, we also show the estimate of the likelihood of the tree given the governorates ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![MCC tree of 485 H5N1 HA genes in Egypt with no sampling uncertainty (RS). We color the branches based on governorates with the greatest posterior probability. Abbreviations: ALX, Alexandria; ASN, Aswan; AST, Asyut; BH, Beheira; BNS, Beni Suweif; C, Cairo; DK, Dakahlia; DT, Damietta; FYM, Faiyum; GH, Gharbia; GZ, Giza; IS, Ismailia; KB, Qalyubia; KFS, Kafr el-Sheikh; KN, Qena; LX, Luxor; MN, Minya; MNF, Monufia; MT, Matruh; PTS, Port Said; SHG, Sohag; SHR, Sharqia; SUZ, Suez; WAD New Valley.](vey043f2){#vey043-F2}

In [Fig. 3](#vey043-F3){ref-type="fig"}, we show a violin plot of the absolute error of the estimated persistence times compared with the RS for each scenario. We see that the scenarios with sampling uncertainty are much closer to the RS (thickness around zero) than the CNTR or POP scenarios with increasing absolute error as the amount of sampling uncertainty increases (and whether with uniform or split distributions). This implies that scenarios with less sampling uncertainty are closer to the RS in regard to the time that an H5N1 virus is circulating in its original location; yet the deviations are not as severe as they are with the population and centroid scenarios, CNTR and POP. Examination within the types of sampling uncertainty indicate that the scenarios that 'split' sampling uncertainty (*10/90*, *30/70*, *50/50*) were closer to the RS than the ones in which sampling uncertainty was uniformly distributed among the remaining taxa. In [Fig. 4](#vey043-F4){ref-type="fig"}, we show a heatmap of the absolute error (in years) for persistence across each governorate. Here, we see great differences in virus persistence with the POP and CNTR scenarios; especially for governorates in the Nile Delta region where H5N1 has shown to propagate such as Cairo, Qalyubia, and Monufia.

![Absolute error of the estimated persistence times compared with the RS for each H5N1 scenarios. Smaller errors are characterized by greater thickness of the violins close to zero. Here, absolute error is measured by \|*G* − *X*\| where *X* and *G* are estimated and RS persistence times, respectively. We included all five samples for each scenario.](vey043f3){#vey043-F3}

![Absolute error of the estimated persistence times compared with the reference for each Egyptian governorate and H5N1 scenario. Smaller errors are characterized by lighter colors. Here, we see the differences are greater for the POP and CNTR scenario including governorates in the Nile Delta such as: Cairo (POP scenario); Qalyubia (both CNTR and POP); and Monufia (both CNTR and POP).](vey043f4){#vey043-F4}

In [Fig. 5](#vey043-F5){ref-type="fig"}, we show a violin plot of the absolute error of the estimated migration rates compared with the respective RS values for each scenario. As we saw with the persistence results, the scenarios with less sampling uncertainty are closer to the RS estimates of the number of migration events per lineage per year; yet any amount of sampling uncertainty is closer than either CNTR and POP. The same is true when examining individual governorates ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) including in the Nile Delta region when viruses are originating from Monufia, Minya, or Qalyubia.

![The absolute error of the estimated migration rates compared with the respective RS values for H5N1 in Egypt. Here, smaller errors are characterized by greater thickness of the violins close to zero. Absolute error here is measured by \|*G* − *X*\| where *X* and *G* are log transformed estimated and RS migration rates respectively. We included all five samples for each scenario.](vey043f5){#vey043-F5}

In [Fig. 6](#vey043-F6){ref-type="fig"}, we show the trunk rewards for each scenario. Here, we see the dominance of the Qalyubia Governorate (abbreviated *KB*) across the RS and all scenarios with sampling uncertainty until 2010 when more equity in trunk time exists among the governorates. The CNTR and POP scenarios have a much different trend as the virus harbors mostly in the location selected by the scenario (New Valley for CNTR or Cairo for POP). In [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we display the mean reward share over the time slices with differences from the standard deviation of the RS highlighted in red. CNTR *and* POP contain by far the most absolute differences from RS (shaded in red) with fourteen and fifteen governorates respectively (out of 24). The scenarios with sampling uncertainty ranged from 5 to 8 differences across the 24 governorates.

![Trunk rewards for the RS (top left) and the eight scenarios for H5N1 in Egypt.](vey043f6){#vey043-F6}

We show additional posterior estimates related to virus spread including the number of nonzero rates ([Supplementary Fig. S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the complete list of routes with BFs \> 100 ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.2 pdm09 in North America
--------------------------

In [Fig. 7](#vey043-F7){ref-type="fig"}, we show the MCC for the RS. The age of the root is dated to be 2008.7 or 1.29 years. This is a little earlier than prior studies which have suggested the virus originated in the early part of 2009 ([@vey043-B31]; [@vey043-B41]; [@vey043-B35]). In our online data repository (see *Data availability*), we provide the individual MCCs for each scenario. In [Supplementary Fig. S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we show the average root state posterior probabilities and their corresponding 95 per cent Bayesian HPD for the different scenarios (across the five samples). We color the bars to match the branch colors represented in the MCCs for that governorate. Here, we see that all scenarios agreed with the RS that Mexico City was the likely origin of the outbreak. The high average posterior probability for the POP scenario is reflective of the over-assignment of Mexico City to taxa in this scenario since it is the most heavily populated state in Mexico.

![MCC tree of 443 pdm09 HA genes in Mexico and the United States with no sampling uncertainty (RS). We color the branches based on states with the greatest posterior probability. Abbreviations: CA, California; CX, Mexico City; DC, District of Columbia; DG, Durango; GR, Guerrero; MA, Massachusetts; MD, Maryland; NC, North Carolina; NL, Nuevo León; NY, New York; SC, South Carolina; SI, Sinaloa; TX, Texas; UT, Utah; VE, Veracruz; WI, Wisconsin; YU, Yucatán.](vey043f7){#vey043-F7}

As an additional posterior metric, we also show the estimate of the likelihood of the tree given the states ([Supplementary Fig. S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In [Fig. 8](#vey043-F8){ref-type="fig"}, we show a violin plot of the absolute error of the estimated persistence times compared with the respective RS for each scenario. Like the H5N1 results, we see that the scenarios with sampling uncertainty are much closer to the RS (thickness around zero) than CNTR or POP scenarios with increasing absolute error as the amount of sampling uncertainty increases whether with uniform or split distributions. This implies that scenarios with less sampling uncertainty are closer to the RS in regard to the time that a pdm09 virus is circulating in its original location; yet the deviations are not as severe as the CNTR and POP scenarios. As we saw with the H5N1 results, examination within the types of sampling uncertainty indicate that the 'split' scenarios (e.g. 10/90. 30/70, 50/50) were slightly closer to the RS than the scenarios in which sampling uncertainty was uniformly distributed among the remaining taxa. In [Fig. 9](#vey043-F9){ref-type="fig"}, we show a heatmap of the absolute error (in years) for persistence across each state. Here, we see great differences in the POP and CNTR scenarios for heavily populated US states such as California, New York, and Texas. There are also some differences in persistence via the CNTR and POP scenarios with Mexico City.

![Absolute error of the estimated persistence times compared with the RS for each pdm09 scenario. Smaller errors are characterized by greater thickness of the violins close to zero. We included all five samples for each scenario.](vey043f8){#vey043-F8}

![Absolute error of the estimated persistence times compared to the RS for each state and pdm09 scenario. Smaller errors are characterized by lighter colors. Here, we see the differences are greater for the CNTR and POP scenarios including US states California (POP scenario), New York (both CNTR and POP), and Texas (CNTR).](vey043f9){#vey043-F9}

In [Fig. 10](#vey043-F10){ref-type="fig"}, we show a violin plot of the absolute error of the estimated migration rates compared with the respective RS values for each pdm09 scenario. We observe closer differences here than with H5N1. This is likely due to the choice of Mexico City as the state with the highest population. We identified Mexico City as a critical region for early circulation of new podm09 viruses and the eventual dispersion to the USA ([Fig. 7](#vey043-F7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, overrepresentation in the POP scenario enabled it to more closely align with the RS. However, the median absolute error of POP is 1.3, which is still larger than the other scenarios (range 0.2--0.48) except for CNTR. The same is true when examining individual states ([Supplementary Fig. S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The absolute error of the estimated migration rates (per lineage per year) compared with the respective RS values for pdm09. We included all five samples for each pdm09 scenario.](vey043f10){#vey043-F10}

In [Fig. 11](#vey043-F11){ref-type="fig"}, we show the trunk rewards for each scenario. Here, we see the dominance split between Mexico City at the beginning of the epidemic followed by New York as the virus spread to the USA. We do not observe this theme in the CNTR or POP scenarios which replace New York with Texas and California, respectively; suggesting that once dominance exists in the USA, the virus harbors mostly in the location selected by the scenario (either centroid or population). In [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we display the mean reward share over the time slices with differences from the standard deviation of the reference highlighted in red. CNTR and POP each contain the most differences from RS with seven and eight, respectively (although not as severe as the H5N1 example). In addition, these two scenarios had the largest differences with the RS for a given state including nearly 42 per cent for POP when considering California and 45 per cent for CNTR when considering Texas. All scenarios except for CNTR were within the RS's standard deviation of trunk reward share over time for Mexico City.

![Trunk rewards for the reference (top left) and the eight scenarios for pdm09 in Mexico and the USA.](vey043f11){#vey043-F11}

We show additional posterior estimates related to virus spread including the number of nonzero rates ([Supplementary Fig. S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the complete list of routes with BFs \> 100 ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

4. Discussion
=============

We evaluated the impact of sampling uncertainty in the Bayesian discrete phylogeography setting. When examining the posterior metrics, we found that scenarios with sampling uncertainty were closer to the RS than those that use scenarios either through the assignment of unknown locations to the centroid (CNTR) or the greatest population (POP). This included accuracy in determining the location of origin (root), local persistence, migration events, and trunk rewards of geographic states. This suggests that analysis with sampling uncertainty benefits phylogeographic estimates over ones that use a constant heuristic for unknown sampling locations. This might be particularly important for researchers wishing to study localized spread between cities or regions but do not have finite geospatial data. Several recent phylogeography or phylogenetic studies have explored virus evolution at this level (see ([@vey043-B24]; [@vey043-B13]; [@vey043-B38]; [@vey043-B12]; [@vey043-B55])).

In our analysis, we considered distribution of the remaining sampling uncertainty either uniformly to candidate locations (scenarios *10*, *30*, *50*) or distributed to a single location (scenarios *10/90*, *30/70*, *50/50*). We found limited differences between these two techniques; thus, the choice by the researcher might depend on the number of realistic locations for a given record. For example, if there are only a few locations that are likely, the researcher might decide to use the split approach.

We recognize several limitations with our work. We utilized a discrete phylogeography approach in BEAST and thus we did not evaluate our approach on a continuous landscape. Prior work has highlighted the potential of continuous phylogeography under a relaxed random walk ([@vey043-B30]) and a robust framework would need to consider the benefits for these types of scenarios. In addition, we implemented phylogeographic analysis via a BSSVS and did not explore the impact of different combinations of priors on the outcome of our statistics.

In addition, we note that our approach will produce BEAST analyses that include a larger number of *K* discrete locations. This could result in a failure of the Eigen decomposition because of the large rate matrix ([@vey043-B28]). In this environment, dimensionality increases by *O*(*K*∘2). In general, issues normally start around *K* \> 20--50 discrete traits depending on the data and other complexity issues. To circumvent this problem of larger discrete state spaces, one could estimate the log rates through a GLM where the regression part of the GLM is a function of a small (0--10 or so) number *P* of potential predictors. Here the number of estimable parameters reduces from ${O\left( K \right.}^{2}$) to $O\left( P \right)$.

In summary, phylogeography considers the sampling location of each taxon as fixed; often to a single discrete location. In this work, we relaxed this strong assumption and allowed for analytic integration of the uncertainty to evaluate the likelihood of the spatial process. The framework is now available in the new version of BEAST v.1.10 ([@vey043-B51]). We used our Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool, GeoBoost ([@vey043-B53]), to extract geospatial locations found in the corresponding PubMed Central (PMC) article of a virus sequence record in GenBank and assign probabilities (the inverse of which is sampling uncertainty) for each candidate location ([@vey043-B53]).

We evaluated scenarios with sampling uncertainty to ones that assign a location to taxa using a predefined heuristic, either to the centroid of the study area or the most populated place. We compared all scenarios to a RS in which we are certain of all of the locations for all of taxa. Our scenarios with sampling uncertainty were closer to the RS across different posterior analysis than the centroid or population scenarios; suggesting that assigning uncertainty to taxa location benefits estimation of virus diffusion as compared to *ad-hoc* heuristics. We also found that there was limited difference between how the sampling uncertainty was assigned; that uniformly or split between two locations did not greatly impact posterior results. In future work, we will explore viruses beyond influenza A. We will also develop a web interface for researchers to use our language processing methods to find and assign uncertainty to alternative potential locations for virus phylogeography.
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